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Data

Table 1: propeller (pusher) EP-3020 data analysis

Table 2: propeller (puller) EP-3030 including  propeller pusher and puller percent error

Table 3: propeller EP-3020(pusher) data analysis



Table 4: propeller EP-3020(Puller) Including propeller pusher and puller percent error

Table 5: EF-3 bladed propeller (Pusher) data analysis

Table 6: EF-3 bladed propeller (Puller) including EF-3 bladed propeller Pusher and Puller percent error



Graph 1: Data of Propulsion Efficiency vs Advance Ratio

Graph 2: Data of Thrust Calibration vs % power



Report

The lab helps in strategy and design. The reason for this is the objective of running experiments.
These experiments give insight on how the mechanisms work. Having the ability to test
equipment in a wind tunnel helps give necessary information. This information can be used to
make modifications to the AEV design. These modifications will further improve the AEV’s
capabilities on the track. From Graph 2, it is shown that the three-bladed propeller has the most
thrust power. Thus able to generate wind speed faster than the two-blade propeller. The
three-blade propeller has a high puller power. The pusher power is not as high as the puller
power. However, it still outclasses the other pusher and puller systems.

There is a difference between puller and pusher power. Both have different configurations when
being tested. The puller (or tractor) configuration has the motor behind the propeller. The pusher
configuration has the propeller behind the motor. It is important to note that recorded data for
both is key. Having data for both systems allows room for design modifications. If one system
performs better than the other, it is given that a modification should be made. However, these
systems will vary depending on AEV design. If the AEV has a small compact system, then
three-blade propellers would not be necessary as they would generate too much power. Thus the
AEV does not have any control on the track. A small compact AEV design would utilize smaller
propellers. Whether it’s a puller(tractor) or pusher system is by choice.

As shown in the graph above(graph 1), the 3030 Puller blade has the most potent propulsion
efficiency for the advanced ratio. It indicates that the blade has the most efficiency for a lower
propellor speed, which is best for an efficient AEV. The objective of this lab was to collect data
about different types of propellers using a wind tunnel. The lab was to analyze and examine what
propeller would be the most efficient for the AEV and express or measure the propellers'
characteristics. It helps to understand design functionality better and overall build the AEV with
more efficiency.

Individually

Mati Desissa



● power input

𝑃
𝑖

= 𝑉 * 𝐼 * 𝑃
%

= (7.4)*(0.68)*(.35)
= 1.7612 w

● Power output

𝑃
𝑜

= 𝑇
𝑐

* 𝑉

= 2.713g = 0.0266N
= (0.0266N)*(3.5m/s)
= 0.0931 w

● calibrated thrust

𝑇 = 0. 411 ∗ (𝑇 −  𝑇
0
)

= 0.411*(200-160.4)
= 16.27 g

● advance ratio

𝐽 = 𝑉
(𝑅𝑃𝑀/60)*𝐷

= 3.5
( 2996

60 )*0.11

= 0.64 J

● propulsion efficiency

η
𝑠𝑦𝑠

=
𝑃

𝑖𝑛

𝑃
𝑜𝑢𝑡

* 100%

= 1.7612
0.0931

= 18.92 %

● Error measurement

Error =
(𝑇

𝑐
−𝑇

𝑚
)

𝑇
𝑐

* 100

= 10.9−187
10.9 * 100

= -5.72 %



Gabe Bouahom

● Power Input

Pin = V * I * P%

= (7.4)*(0.68)*(.35)

= 1.7612 watts

● Power Output

𝑃
𝑜𝑢𝑡

= 𝑇
𝑐

* 𝑉

= 2.713 g ---> 0.002713*9.8 m/s^2 = 0.0266 N

= (0.0266N)*(3.5m/s)
= 0.0931 watts

● Calibrated Thrust

𝑇 = 0. 411 ∗ (𝑇 −  𝑇
0
)

= 0.411*(200-160.4)
= 16.27 grams

● Propulsion Efficiency

= Pout / Pin x 100%η
𝑠𝑦𝑠

= (1.7612/0.0931) x 100%

= 18.91%

● Propeller Advance Ratio

𝐽 = 𝑉
(𝑅𝑃𝑀/60)*𝐷



= 3.5
( 2996

60 )*0.11

= 0.64 J

Matthew Potts

● Calibrated Trust:

Tc =0.411*(T-T0 )

Tc =0.411*(161g-160.4g)

Tc =0.2466 grams

● Power Input:

Pin=V*I*P%

Pin=7.4v*0.27amps*.15

Pin=0.2997 Watts

● Power Output:

Pout =Tc *v

Pout =0.2466g*3.5m/s

Pout =0.8631 Watts

● Propulsion Efficiency:

nsys =Pout/Pin*100%

nsys =0.8631W/0.2997W*100%

nsys =2.879%

● Propeller Advance Ratio:

J=v/((RPM/60)*D)

J=(3.5m/s)/((2295/60)*0.11



J=0.83 J
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